
National Average Mortgage Rates

Rate Change Points

Mortgage News Daily

30 Yr. Fixed 7.45% -0.07 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.86% -0.05 0.00

30 Yr. FHA 6.95% -0.05 0.00

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.64% -0.04 0.00

5/1 ARM 7.50% -0.05 0.00

Freddie Mac

30 Yr. Fixed 7.17% -0.27 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.44% -0.32 0.00

Mortgage Bankers Assoc.

30 Yr. Fixed 7.24% +0.11 0.66

15 Yr. Fixed 6.75% +0.11 0.64

30 Yr. FHA 7.01% +0.11 0.94

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.45% +0.05 0.56

5/1 ARM 6.64% +0.12 0.87
Rates as of: 4/26

Recent Housing Data
Value Change

Mortgage Apps Apr 24 196.7 -2.67%

Building Permits Mar 1.46M -3.95%

Housing Starts Mar 1.32M -13.15%

New Home Sales Mar 693K +4.68%

Pending Home Sales Feb 75.6 +1.75%

Existing Home Sales Feb 3.97M -0.75%

HomeReady: Several Big Advantages Over
FHA
Fannie Mae’s 3% down payment HomeReady program was rolled out in 2016.
HomeReady has numerous advantages over FHA loans (historically the most
common “low down payment” option) and other conventional loans. We’ll
compare them in this series. Today, let’s look at mortgage insurance costs:

No upfront mortgage insurance premium: While both HomeReady and

FHA have low down payments (3% for HomeReady, 3.5% for FHA),

FHA loans add an upfront mortgage insurance premium (UFMIP) of

1.75% of the amount borrowed to buyers’ loan balances at closing. On

a $200,000 purchase, that’s $3377. Think that’s not a significant cost?

You don’t recoup it until you’ve made 12 payments! It also means that

half your down payment goes to UFMIP costs, versus the equity in your

home.

 

Lower monthly PMI payments: While it’s true that FHA’s mortgage

insurance costs aren’t score based (Fannie Mae’s are), for borrowers

with scores over 680, HomeReady has lower monthly PMI costs ($124

HomeReady versus $137 FHA). HomeReady PMI costs are also lower

than other conventional 3% down programs. Just how much lower?

For our 680 score borrower, the PMI cost for a conventional 3% down

loan is $102 more than for the same scenario with a HomeReady loan!

Note, for lower scores, HomeReady mortgage insurance costs can be

higher than FHA loans.

 

Cancelable mortgage insurance: FHA revised their MIP guidelines in

June 2013.  Previously, borrowers’ mortgage insurance premiums

(MIP) were removed once they reached 20% equity (based on initial

sales price), just as on conventional loans. On loans originated after

June 3, 2013, however, FHA charges MIP for the entire life of the loan.

If the thought of paying PMI for multiple years irks you, just  imagine

paying it for 30 on the same loan! On a 3% down HomeReady loan (and

other conventional loans), the PMI can be removed once you reach

20% equity (based on initial sales price), roughly 9 years of payments.
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A Message from Ted Rood:

"HomeReady has multiple advantages over both FHA and other low down
payment conventional loans. Here's a look at one of the biggest, PMI costs."
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Builder Confidence Mar 51 +6.25%

Value ChangeMaking extra principal balance payments can also eliminate PMI

faster, unlike FHA loans.

Sadly, many realtors (and some loan officers!) aren’t well versed on recent mortgage program changes. If you’re being told
“you need 20% down or your only option is an FHA loan”, “it takes at least a 720 credit score for a conventional loan”, or “low
down payment programs are only for first time home buyers”, you’re getting bad advice. Time to seek answers elsewhere!

Responsive service, experienced expertise
I've dedicated my 22 year mortgage career to client education, superior service, and honest answers. The lending landscape

has changed dramatically the past few years, and continues to do so. My job is to ensure client partners' loans close quickly,

without surprises, and I take that responsibility very seriously. Referrals are a responsibility I appreciate; they're a measure

of trust, and that trust must be earned every day, on every referral.

Ted Rood 
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